
How ESCMID ran an 
outstanding English-speaking 
congress with support  
from Springevents

“I can definitely recommend Springevents. Our collaboration 
went so well, it took a lot of pressure off me and the team. 
They really know what they’re doing.”

CARLA SEILER, 
Head of Event Organisation, ESCMID

Case Study

100%
Of hostesses  

arrived on time

95%
Of hostesses were 
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ESCMID is a non-profit organisation 
whose mission is to improve the 
diagnosis, treatment and prevention 
of infection-related diseases.

Highlights
Challenges

• Hiring over 100 English-speaking 
hostesses

• Large event requiring two 
separate venues

• Timeliness and utmost 
professionalism were critical

Solution

• Rigorous recruiting methods

• Onsite coordinators providing a 
smooth link to the hostess team

• Outstanding communication

• Genuine collaboration

• Fluent English speakers

Results

• 100% of hostesses arrived  
on time

• 95% fluent English speakers

• Daily reports and constant 
communication

Challenges
Hiring English-speaking hostesses in Lisbon

When the European Society of Clinical Microbiology and 
Infectious Diseases (ESCMID) was finally able to hold their first 
post-pandemic congress, everyone was elated.

Over 13,000 professionals from around the world were registered 
for the four-day scientific programme, which was set that year in 
Lisbon, Portugal.

Carla Seiler, Head of Event Organisation, led the team that was 
coordinating the congress.

One logistic challenge was to hire over 100 local hostesses to 
help the event run smoothly.

With their congresses hosted in a different location every year, 
ESCMID always hired local hostesses. But as they operated in 
English, sometimes it was a challenge to find local staff who 
could communicate with their congress participants.

Carla says, “You cannot have a congress 
like this without hostesses. They help us 
inside and outside the venue, wearing 
highly visible uniforms to answer guests’ 
questions and give directions. They also 
help traffic to flow in and out of session 
rooms and refill the speakers’ water.”

“I was worried about hiring locally in 
Portugal. Even the most professional 
hostesses can’t really be helpful if they 
don’t speak English.”

https://www.escmid.org/
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Another issue complicating the task was the unprecedented size of the upcoming congress.

The third challenge was perennial: the difficulty of recruiting temporary hostesses who could be  
relied upon for timeliness and professionalism.

With so much riding on finding the right people, Carla and the team researched local agencies  
who could help staff an event of her size.

After a detailed interview with Springevents, she was certain she’d found the perfect partner 
to support her congress.

“I was worried about hiring in 
Portugal because of the language 
barrier. Even the most professional 
hostesses can’t really be helpful if 

they don’t speak English.”

“It was the first time that we needed two different venues to fit the event.  
I was concerned about how it would work and how we would communicate.”
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Solution
Superb support for English-speaking guests

From the moment the Springevents hostesses arrived at the pre-congress briefing, Carla was impressed  
by their professionalism.

Rigorous recruiting methods

The first aspect of the Springevents process that stood out was that they provide highly experienced  
onsite coordinators to support communications and make sure the hostesses perform at their best

They also maintain a large roster of proven hostesses, so they can quickly gather a core team that you can 
count on to be friendly, helpful, and efficient.

For ESCMID’s conference, Springevents also hired additional hostesses, which they vetted carefully.

Genuine collaboration

Another thing that impressed Carla was the high level of collaboration she received from the agency.

“The onsite coordinators made the briefing run really smoothly. They  
spoke up when the room was noisy and kept the session on time.”

“We always prepare a detailed list of our hostessing needs based on 
our past experience. Springevents reviewed it and made really helpful 
recommendations.”

“Their hiring standards for hostesses are even higher than ours. They are 
very strict and they maintain their people very well. You won’t get this level 
of professional conduct from other agencies.”
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Outstanding professionalism

Individual hostesses also went above and beyond. Many asked for additional tasks when they weren’t busy.

Although the briefing was only 30 minutes long, the crew offered to stay for their full 4-hour minimum to help 
with additional set up.

Fluent English speakers

Although many services in Portugal are not able to cater to English speaking guests,  
Springevents had no difficulty supporting the ESCMID participants.

A stress-free congress

With their carefully selected hostesses and outstanding communications,  
the Springevents crew helped ESCMID’s congress flow without a hitch.

Exceptional communication

The Springevents communication process completely eased Carla’s fears about coordinating the dual venues.

“Even before the congress started, they were already eager and proactive. 
It was my first time seeing that level of commitment in a temporary crew.”

“They had a WhatsApp group that everybody monitored, and it worked 
really well. If a problem popped up, like a speaker’s water ran out, someone 
would solve it before I even had a chance to see the message.”

“The language barrier wasn’t a problem at all. These hostesses were some 
of the best English speakers at the congress.”

“Springevents contributed proactive, friendly people, and they caused zero 
stress to our delegates. Even when there was an issue, they were all really 
zen and it helped everybody feel good. I’ve never seen a hostess crew as 
good as this one.”
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Results
Flawless hostesses and an excellent congress

With 100% of hostesses arriving on time, 95% speaking English fluently, and exceptional communications and 
reporting, Carla was thrilled with her partnership with Springevents.

“Their hiring standards for hostesses are 
even higher than ours. You won’t get 

this level of professional conduct from 
other agencies.”

“To be brutally honest, I almost wish it hadn’t been so perfect. Now the bar 
is set very high! Even if I find a company at our next location that is 100% 
fine, I’ll know that the extra mile is missing. Springevents has such a good 
pool of people.”

“They ask the right questions to understand your needs, and they put the 
best person in each position. They have extensive expertise and handle 
every project as if it was their own.”

She says the difference comes down to a high level of commitment that you rarely see in hostess agencies.
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Carla feels that ESCMID got outstanding value in the partnership.

To other events teams who need hostess support in Lisbon, her message is unequivocal:

“To be brutally honest, I almost 
wish it hadn’t been so perfect. 
Now the bar is set very high.”

“The price is very fair and reasonable. Their recommendations were really 
thoughtful, and I never felt like they were trying to sell me too much.”

“I definitely recommend Springevents. Our collaboration went extremely  
well, and it took a lot of pressure off me and the team. They really know  
what they’re doing.”
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Get stress-free hostess 
services in Lisbon, or 

anywhere you need us!  
Let our hostess teams and experienced coordinators  

provide all the support you need, in English.

Let’s Talk

https://www.springevents.pt/contacts

